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In recent years, many requests have been received in regard t

the value of buckwheat middlings, and in order to answer such ii

quiries, the experimental work herein reported was started. The feec

ing trials with buckwheat middlings were run on similar pigs, covere

the same number of days, etc., as1 the yellow and white corn trials.

While the production of buckwheat in West Virginia is not verl

great, it is of sufficient importance in several counties to demand moij'

information as to the feeding value of its by-products for hogs anp

cattle as compared with other concentrates. The more mountainou

sections of the state, as shown in Figure 1, produce buckwheat to

considerable extent. According to the last census report, Presto;

county leads all other counties of the state ; its annual productio

being approximately 200,000 bushels.

The reports of feeding trials with tankage and fish meal, and (|

the fermentation of the carbohydrate feeds with yeast are cons'idere

as preliminary, but have been included in this publication since tl i

work was conducted in conjunction with the comparisons of yellow an

white corn, and of wheat middlings and buckwheat middlings.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE*

In 1920, Steenbock and Boutwell (8), in their work with raj

discovered a striking difference in the vitamin A content of yellow ail

white corn. Following Steenbock 's discovery, Morrison, Bohsteci

and Steenbock conducted a feeding trial with pigs to determine tl
i

relative values of white and yellow corn in producing pork. Russe

and Morrison (6) have reported that these investigators found yelloH

corn to be superior to white corn, when fed with tankage since 16 pel
cent more white corn than yellow corn was required to produce l(

pounds gain. Russell and Morrison (7) have also reported the saiS*

results for yellow and white corn in another feeding trial conducted 1'

Morrison, Fargo, and Bohstedt. These investigators found yellow co:j.

to be superior to white corn, when fed with tankage, as well as whji

supplemented with skim-milk. The pigs used in this' work weight.

from 50 to 60 pounds at the beginning of the trials, and were carrifl

to 200 pounds. When tankage was used as a supplement to white ail

yellow corn (both lots self-fed), the yellow corn lot made an averai

daily gain of 1.06 pounds' and required 447 pounds of feed per ljjj.

pounds gain, while the white corn made 0.63 pounds daily gain ail

required 554 pounds of feed per 100 pounds gain. The lots receivitf

skim-milk as a supplement to corn also showed the inferiority of whi:

*A11 literature cited with respect to hogs refers to dry lot feeding.
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;orn. The white corn and skim-milk lot made practically as rapid

jains as the lot fed yellow corn and skim-milk for a time, but finally

learly all the pigs died from what seemed to be pneumonia.

The Illinois Station (4) has reported that nine out of ten fifty-

>ound pigs died on a ration of white corn and tankage before reaching

narketable age, while another lot on the same ration plus a small

•imount of cod-liver oil grew normally to a weight of 275 pounds.

A preliminary report of the Nebraska Station (9) showed yellow

i;orn to have a feeding value slightly superior to that of white corn,

vhen both were fed to pigs weighing from 67 to 114 pounds over an

iverage period of 88 days. There were no indications of rickets' de-

,-eloping in the lots fed on white corn, which, according to the report,

.vas probably due to the fact that the pigs were fairly large when they

j.vere started on the two corn rations.

Lamb and Evvard (2) have reported that when a brood sow and

ler litter were fed upon a ration composed of white corn, oats, lin-

seed oil meal, and a salt mixture containing lime, the pigs either died,

>r made little growth until vitamin A was added to the ration. These

.nvestigators worked with small numbers, and with pigs a part of

tvhich were heavily infested with ascari (round worm).

The same authors have also reported the results obtained in fat-

tening pigs by feeding white corn as compared to yellow corn, in a

ration similar to the one just mentioned. Very little difference was
found between yellow and white corn for pigs of the weights used

—

approximately 130 pounds' at the start.

Robinson (5) of the Ohio Station found buckwheat middlings to

be inferior to tankage, when fed as a supplement.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Pigs Used

The purebred pigs used in these feeding trials, composed of Duroc-

Jersey, Poland-China, and Berkshire breeding, were divided into lots

of 10, each year, as nearly equal as possible in regard to breed, size,

and thrift. The pigs were approximately 14 weeks of age at the start of

the trials, with an average weight of 70 to 80 pounds each. All sows

and their litters were fed and handled in a similar manner, previous to

the start of the feeding trials. In Lots I and III (1923), it was dis-

covered that one pig in each lot was not eating and was falling off in

flesh. These pigs were removed from the lots soon after the trial

started. Upon inspection, the pig in Lot III was found to be blind,

but there was no visible external or indicated internal condition of the

pig in Lot I to warrant its' going off feed.
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Equipment

All lots were fed in metal troughs on concrete floors. The sleeping

pens as well as the outside runways were also concrete floored, so that

the pigs were never off concrete during the test periods. Sleeping

quarters were kept well bedded at all times. The pens and runways
for all lots were of equal size (pens inside, 8 by 24 feet and runways
12 by 24), and all lots were about equally exposed to sunshine.

Feeds and How Fed

Table 1 gives the chemical analyses of the feeds us'ed, and also

the analyses of similar feeds, as taken from Henry and Morrison's

tables in their book entitled "Feeds and Feeding." The greatest)

variation in the analyses of any one of the feeds' used over the three

years occurred in the case of buckwheat middlings. The crude protein!

of this feed varied from 22 to 32 percent. This variation was due to

the lack of standardization in the milling of buckwheat flour, and not

to adulterations. All feeds were of good quality. The yeast fed in

1924 and 1925 was the ordinary granular form.

TABLE 1.—Chemical Analyses, of Feeds Used Compared with Analyses of
Similar Feeds as Given by Henry and Morrison in "Feeds and!
Feeding."

Feeds Used

Carbohydrates

Water Ash Crude

Protein

Fiber N. F. E.

9.65 1.50 9.07 2.13 73.78

10.41 1.41 9.60 1.96 72.78

10.90 4.21 16.59 5.60 57.60

9.47 5.26 32.03 4.63 40.10

9.50 20.17 58.51 1.46 4.80

11.42 1.31 8.54 2.10 72.67

10.78 1.78 8.33 2.28 73.22

8.68 3.97 15.96 7.06 59.01

10.84 3.74 21.93 4.42 53.56

7.55 21.64 57.70 2.19 5.35

12.58 1.29 11.18 2.38 69.45

13.21 1.25 8.33 2.49 71.79

11.01 4.91 16.66 9.18 53.18

9.18 4.37 24.61 10.86 31.42

7.71 21.60 59.36 1.20 2.33

6.22 16.37 58.46 0.17 4.95

14.8 1.4 9.6 1.9 67.6

10.5 4.4 17.4 6.0 56.8

12.0 4.8 28.3 4.8 42.7

7.9 15.3 60.4 5.3 3.7

10.5 28.1 51.4

Fat

1923*

Yellow Corn

White Corn

Wheat Middlings

Buckwheat Middlings

Tankage

1924*

Yellow Corn

White Corn

Wheat Middlings

Buckwheat Middlings

Tankage

1925*

Yellow Corn

White Corn

Wheat Middlings

Buckwheat Middlings

Tankage

Fish Meal

Henry and Morrison

Corn, Dent, Grade No. 2

Wheat Middlings (Stand
. ) .

.

Buckwheat Middlings

Tankage—60% percent

Fish Meal

3.87

3.84

5.10

8.51

5.56

3.94

3.61

5.32

5.51

5.57

3.12

2.93

5.06

4.58

7.80

13 83

4.8

4.9

7.4

7.4

8.3

•Chemical analyses of the feeds used were made by chemists of the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station
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The pigs were fed twice each day, morning and evening. The

liddlings and tankage (plus the mineral mixture for 1925") were fed

's a slop and then followed by the shelled corn, with the exception of

jot IV in 1924 and 1925. The dry yeast, shelled corn, and middlings

rere mixed together, thoroughly saturated, covered with water, and

llowed to ferment from 36 to 48 hours before feeding. Three-range

lectrical heaters were used to keep the mixture warm. The low heat

vas used in mild weather, the medium in fairly cold weather, and

he high in very cold weather. Each heater was placed in a fifty gal-

on oil barrel containing water. The feed was mixed, put into large

en gallon pails, and placed in the barrels, so that a warm water bath

;urrounded the pails containing the feeds' to be fermented. Three

'rigs" of this kind were required to keep properly fermented feed

m hand. This apparatus proved valuable in keeping the feed mixtures

it a warm temperature of between 80 and 100 degrees Fahrenheit at

ill times.

The quantity of the rations fed was varied somewhat during the

:hree-year period. In 1923 and in 1925 the pigs were given 4 pounds

)f feed daily, per 100 pounds live weight, but in 1924 they were fed 5

pounds. The pigs were weighed every 14 days, and the feed increased

.n accordance with the lot weights. The yeast was fed at the rate of

L pound per 100 pounds of corn and middlings.

RESULTS

Tables 2, 3, and 4 give the results of the feeding trials.

Discussion of Results

No attempt has' been made to figure the cost of production in this

work, as will be seen from the data given in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Such

costs are much more variable in a state like West Virginia, than they

are in the corn belt states, which are close to the source of production

of most hog feeds. The only explanation necessary in regard to the

cost of the feeds used is, that the average price of buckwheat middlings

for the three years was two dollars per ton more than wheat middlings.

Farmers should apply their local feed prices, if they desire to calcu-

late the cost of gains made on the various rations.

In 1923, white corn proved just as satisfactory as yellow corn,

producing about the same daily gains and requiring almost exactly

the same amount of feed to produce 100 pounds of pork. There were

no indications that the pigs on the white corn ration were not as

thrifty in every respect as those on yellow corn. In 1924 and 1925,

when the pigs were fed for shorter periods (and in 1925 had a mineral
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Fig. 2.—Duroc-Jersey pig (Lot III, 1924) after being given cod liver oil

for a period of two weeks; still unable to rise without assistance.

TABLE 2.—Results of Feeding Trial, 1923, 98 Days, January 20 to April 28*

ITEMS CONSIDERED

LOTS

II III

Feed Mixture.

Nutritive Ratio.

Yellow Corn 300

Wheat Middlings 100

Tankage 20

1:6.7

White Corn 300

Wheat Middlings 100

Tankage 20

1:6.5

Yellow Corn 300

Buckwheat Midd-

lings 100

Tankage 20

1:4.9

Number of pigs per lot ...

.

Initial lot weight

Average initial pig weight

.

Final lot weight

Average final pig weight . .

.

Lot gains

Average gain per pig

Average daily gain per pig.

Feeds consumed:

Corn

Middlings

Total feed per lot

Feed required per 100 pounds gain.

9

665.00

73.88

1485.00

165.00

820.00

91.11

93

2520.45

840.15

168.03

3528.63

430.32

10

722.00

72.20

1605.00

160.50

883.00

88.30

0.90

2743.50

914.50

182.90

3?40.90

434.98

9

662.00

72.55

1729.00

192.11

1067.00

118.55

1.21

2959.20

986.40

197.28

4062.88

380.77

*Feed mixtures and all weights are given in pounds.
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xturt' in addition), considerable trouble developed in the white corn

;s. Both years about the seventieth day, several hogs in all white

rn lots became wobbly and some went down, having every indication

rickets.

Three pigs in Lot II refused their feed on the seventieth day in

24, They walked in a wobbly manner, appeared weak of back, and

B following day went down and could not get up. These pigs were

moved from the lot and fed a gruel containing cod liver oil. In two

eks they were up staggering about, but still going down in their

lad legs occasionally and exerting all their strength to rise again.

Ii May 2, these three pigs, still in a bad condition, were turned on

Lalfa pasture (cod liver oil continued) and by June 16 two of them

Id apparently recovered. The other one, which never regained a

trmal condition, was left with weak hind legs, a back carried too low,

id a curved spine. (See Figures 2 and 3).

The seven remaining pigs in Lot II of the 1924 test seemed to do

[ rly well from the seventieth to the eighty-fourth day, at which time

by were shipped to market. In a short drive of from fifty to seventy-

lie yards, necessary in order to load the pigs' in wagons, several of

[im developed striking symptoms of the trouble shown by the other

ree. No indications of this condition were shown by a single hog in

her of the lots' receiving yellow corn.

Fig. 3.—Two pigs (Lot III) which went down in 1924. This picture was
t en after they had been given cod liver oil and had been on alfalfa pasture
f 45 days. The pig at the left fully recovered but the other one did not.

Ne the low curved condition of the back of the pig at the right, which is the
s le one shown in Figure 2. The picture in Figure 2 was taken before the pig
w 3 placed on alfalfa pasture.
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The data in Table 3 show that Lot I (fed yellow corn, wla

middlings, and tankage) made an average daily gain of 1.55 pou

and required 373.92 pounds of feed to produce 100 pounds of p(

while Lot II (fed white corn, wheat middlings, and tankage) made

average daily gain of 1.29 pounds and required 409.13 pounds of f

to produce 100 pounds of pork. The data for Lot II include the th

hogs which developed rickets and had been out of the lot for 14 &i

In other words, the hogs on white corn had made practically as <

nomical gains as' those on yellow corn up to the seventy-day perioc

which time the three hogs had to be removed from the lot.

At the beginning of the 1925 trial, each pig weighed approximal

14 pounds more than those at the start of the 1924 trial. The pigi

the 1925 trial received a mineral mixture in addition to the gi

ration, yet the same trouble which was experienced the preced

year reoccurred. Three pigs in Lot II became wobbly and went

feed in the sixty-fifth day of the trial, and on the seventieth day

of these went down. On this date, two pigs in Lot III and three I

in Lot IV were found to be staggering and practically unable to har

themselves. Neither the buckwheat middlings, fish meal, nor the i

eral mixture prevented the trouble which occurred in 1924.

The condition of the hogs in Lots II, III, and IV made it necess

to discontinue the trial on the seventieth day. Those pigs in these

which were in a bad condition were segregated, and they, with all

other pigs of these lots', were switched from white to yellow corn,

given a small quantity of cod liver oil with each feeding, for thirty-

days. All of the pigs improved and were in fairly good condition w
shipped to market, which was thirty-five days after the bad efTectijl

the rations containing white corn were noticed. The yellow cjl

ration proved satisfactory again in 1925 in carrying pigs, weigfcif

around 80 pounds at the start, to a marketable weight.

Figure 4 shows the growth curves on all lots for 1925. Notice 11

white corn produced almost exactly the same gains as did yellow c<|

It will also be noted from the data in Table 4 that Lots I, II, and!

made 100 pounds of gain on about the same amount of feed.

No satisfactory explanation can be given as to why the pig!!^

Lot II in 1923, did not show any signs of the trouble experienced

all white corn lots in 1924 and 1925, however, several factors ill

have contributed to this result. The pigs' were of practically the si*

breeding each year and were handled in a similar manner up tol

time they were started on the feeding trials.
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In considering the feeding trials of 1923 and 1924, one might
gjf

as an explanation of the results obtained, the fact that a heavier rati

was fed in 1924, which produced more rapid gains, thus causing 1

pigs to go down at an earlier date. The fact, however, that pigs I

go down in Lot IY in 1925 on the same ration plus yeast in additil

tends to discredit this assumption. Lot IV (1925) was fed at I

same rate per 100 pounds live weight as Lot II (1923) and it mJ
almost an identical rate of gain. Another explanation of this pol

might be found in comparing the amount of sunshine during the 1!|

trial with that during the 1924 and 1925 trials. Data regarding thi

conditions are not available, however, and, hence, this1 factor can!

be offered as an explanation.

Since in these trials the white corn produced almost as good gal

in 1923 and as good gains in 1924 and 1925 (up to 70 days) as I

yellow corn, the rachitic condition of the pigs fed white corn <1

hardly be attributed to a lack of vitamin A. The evidence tends

o

point to a lack of the anti-rachitic vitamin (vitamin D) in the wli

corn rations, which vitamin is essential for pigs of the size used.

The experimental work of Hess and Unger (1) shows rather cl

clusively that the cause of rickets in children is not associated with I

fat soluble vitamin, since, in many instances', the disease developed:!!

children being fed a diet containing an ample supply of this vitam.

Upon feeding babies, from five to nine months old, on a diet free frjn

the fat soluble vitamin, they were unable to cause the developmentf

rickets. McCollum (3) has shown that the ability of cod liver oill

correct or prevent rickets is not vested in the fat-soluble vitamin, I

in a distinct vitamin—the anti-rachitic vitamin D.

Experimental evidence at the present time seems to indicate til

vitamin D may, or may not, be closely associated with vitamin A. I

Buckwheat middlings gave more rapid gains in weight than whi

middlings, when both were fed in conjunction with yellow corn cl

tankage, and reduced the amount of concentrates required to prodifi

100 pounds of gain (1923 and 1924). Buckwheat middlings seemedo

be superior to wheat middlings in the 1925 tests', when fed with wll

corn and tankage, however, a portion of the ration containing whJ

middlings was fermented with yeast, as has been mentioned. In 1%
Lot III made 100 pounds of gain on approximately 50 pounds less f d

than Lot I, and in 1924 on approximately 18 pounds less. In lSl

Lot III made 100 pounds gain on approximately 64 pounds' less fl

than Lot IV.
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The fermentation (by use of the granular yeast) of the corn and

Idlings in the ration fed Lot IV in 1924 did not improve it, so far

the rate or economy of gain was concerned, but the pigs did show

ler coats of hair. No definite comparison can be made on the value

yeast in 1925, as Lot IV was the only lot receiving wheat middlings

ithe ration. The pigs of this' lot carried smoother coats, however,

B the pigs of the other three lots.

In the single trial of fish meal against tankage, the two feeds

>ved about equal as protein supplements to corn and buckwheat
Idlings. The rate of gain was equal for Lots II and III (Table 4),

I the feed required to produce 100 pounds of gain was only 4.37

f
mds in favor of Lot II, which received fish meal.

CONCLUSIONS

1.—This study indicates that yellow corn is superior to white corn

fattening pigs weighing from 70 to 80 pounds at the beginning of

'. fattening period.

2.-—Pigs weighing from 70 to 80 pounds make just as economical

ins on white as on yellow corn for a certain period, which, in the

24 and 1925 trials, seemed to be about 70 days'.

3.—The pigs fed white corn developed a rachitic condition (2 out

3 trials), while those fed the yellow corn did not.

4.—There is evidence that it was not the lack of the fat soluble

amin in white corn, but the lack of the anti-rachitic vitamin (Vita-

n D) which caused it to be inferior to yellow corn in these trials.

5.—Buckwheat middlings gave more rapid gains and required less

'icentrates to produce 100 pounds' gain than standard wheat mid-

ngs, when each was1 fed in conjunction with corn and tankage.

6.—Buckwheat middlings is not as uniform a product as wheat

ddlings, consequently the purchaser should familiarize himself with

3 analysis of the product before giving it preference over wheat

ddlings.

7.—Fish meal was approximately equal to tankage as a supple-

;nt to white corn, buckwheat middlings, and a mineral mixture (one

al).

8.—The fermentation, for 36 to 48 hours, of corn and wheat

ddlings by the use of 1 pound of powdered yeast to 100 pounds of

id, did not increase the rate of gains or the economy of gains.



9.—If hogs are to be used for show purposes, yeast may have

place in their feed since in these tests it resulted in an improved c<

dition of the hair, which gave the pigs a sleeker appearance.

10.—Neither buckwheat middlings, fish meal, nor the mine:

mixture used prevented the rachitic condition, since it occurred in

white corn lots, in 1924 and 1925.
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